In this paper, we investigate computationally the oscillatory tank-treading motion of healthy swollen human erythrocytes (owing to lower than physiological plasma osmolarity) in shear flows with capillary number Ca = O(1) and small to moderate viscosity ratios 0.01 λ 2.75. Swollen cells show similar shear flow dynamics with normal cells but with significantly higher inclination and tank-treading speed owing to the higher cell thickness. For a given viscosity ratio, as the flow rate increases, the steady-state erythrocyte length L (in the shear plane) increases logarithmically while its depth W (normal to the shear plane) decreases logarithmically; increase of the viscosity ratio results in lower cell deformation. The erythrocyte width S, which exists in the shear plane, is practically invariant in time, flow rate, and viscosity ratio and corresponds to a real cell thickness of about 2.5 μm at physiological osmolarity (300 mO) and 3.4 μm at an osmolarity of 217 mO. The erythrocyte inclination decreases as the flow rate increases or as the surrounding fluid viscosity decreases, owing to the increased inner rotational flow which tends to align the cell toward the flow direction. The ektacytometry deformation of swollen cells increases logarithmically with the shear stress but with a slower slope than that for normal cells owing mainly to the higher orientation of the more swollen cells. As the cell swelling increases, the tank-treading period decreases owing to the higher thickness of the actual cell which overcomes the opposite action of the reduced shape-memory effects (i.e., the more spherical-like erythrocyte's reference shape of shearing resistance). The local area incompressibility tensions from the lipid bilayer increase with the cell swelling and cause a higher cytoskeleton prestress; this increased prestress results in smaller, but still measurable, local area changes on the spectrin skeleton of the more swollen erythrocytes. Our work provides insight on the effects of clinical syndromes and biophysical processes associated with lowered plasma osmolarity (and thus higher cell swelling) such as inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion and diuretic therapy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The flow dynamics of red blood cells has long been recognized as a fundamental problem in physiology and biomechanics owing to the main function of these cells to exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide with the tissues in blood capillaries [1, 2] . Since the work of Fischer et al. [3] , it has been known that the erythrocytes elongate and orient to an ellipsoidal-like shape while their membrane tank treads around the cell when the cells are subjected to a moderate or strong shear flow in a more viscous suspending liquid. By employing a cell imaging method parallel to the shear plane, Abkarian et al. [4] found that at low shear stress (μG ≈ 0.1 P a) erythrocytes present an oscillation of their inclination (which they called swinging motion) superimposed to the long-observed steady tank-treading motion. Based on these experimental observations, low-degree-of-freedom theoretical models were developed to describe the tank-treading, swinging, and tumbling motion of nonspherical capsules, such as erythrocytes, in shear flows [4, 5] . In addition, these findings have motivated computational studies on the shear flow oscillatory dynamics of erythrocytes at physiological osmolarity, e.g., [6] [7] [8] .
In this paper, we investigate computationally the effects of swelling on the oscillatory tank-treading motion of healthy human erythrocytes in shear flows. When the osmolarity of the * dimitrak@umd.edu surrounding medium decreases (from its physiological value of 300 mO), the erythrocyte volume increases under conditions of constant surface area until the cell obtains a spherical shape; further decrease of the solution osmolarity causes additional increase of the volume and surface area of the spherical cell [9] .
We emphasize that lowered plasma osmolarity is found in several clinical syndromes including inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion and diuretic therapy [10] . As reported in the earlier study [10] , the swollen erythrocytes may, in general, produce some difficulties in the blood capillary or splenic passage but the aforementioned conditions are not associated with impairment of oxygen transport or hemolysis of clinical significance. It is of interest to note that swollen erythrocytes have been employed during the encapsulation of nondiffusible drugs into human erythrocytes (used for drug delivery and targeting) [11] . Swollen erythrocytes have also been used to investigate the adhesion and the dynamics of unbinding of red blood cells to solid surfaces [12, 13] . In addition, our work provides insight on the tank-treading dynamics of nonspherical elastic capsules with different degrees of swelling.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM
In healthy blood and in the absence of flow, the average human erythrocyte assumes a biconcave discoid shape of surface area S c = 135 μm 2 whose dimensions and volume depend on the osmolarity of the surrounding liquid. Working with experimental observations from interference microscopy, Cross section of the average erythrocyte (in units of μm) at physiological osmolarity (300 mO) and at an osmolarity of 217mO, as found by Evans and Fung [9] . Also shown is the cross section of an extra swollen erythrocyte. The cell thickness increases with the swelling.
Evans and Fung [9] found that the average human erythrocyte volume increases from V c = 94 μm 3 at physiological osmolarity (300 mO) to V c = 116 μm 3 at an osmolarity of 217 mO. The authors also provided the following equation to describe the half thickness f (r) as a function of the radial distance r from the central axis of symmetry:
At physiological osmolarity (300 mO), R 0 = 3.91 μm, C 0 = 0.81 μm, C 2 = 7.83 μm, and C 4 = −4.39 μm [9] , these cells are called normal erythrocytes in the present paper. At the reduced osmolarity of 217 mO, R 0 = 3.80 μm, C 0 = 2.10 μm, C 2 = 7.58 μm, and C 4 = −5.59 μm [9] , these cells are called swollen erythrocytes in the present paper.
To be able to determine the effects of additional swelling at lower osmolarity, we define the extra swollen erythrocyte with the same surface area (i.e., S c = 135 μm 2 ) and higher volume V c = 130.5 μm 3 by using R 0 = 3.7 μm, C 0 = 3.1 μm, C 2 = 7.4 μm, and C 4 = −6.59 μm. The cross sections of these three types of erythrocytes are shown in Fig. 1 . It is of interest to note that for these cells C 2 ≈ 2 R 0 while swelling reduces slightly the cell length R 0 and increases significantly the cell thickness. Furthermore, in this work we define the characteristic length scale a of an erythrocyte based on its volume, i.e., V c = 4/3πa 3 , and thus a = 2.82, 3.03, and 3.15 μm for normal, swollen, and extra swollen erythrocytes, respectively. Note that a spherical cell with surface area S c = 135 μm 2 has volume V c = 147.8 μm 3 and a radius of a = 3.28 μm. In our computations, the shape given by Eq. (1) for a specific swelling is employed as the elastic reference shape (i.e., the shape of the erythrocyte under quiescent conditions), in agreement with experimental findings which have demonstrated the erythrocyte shape memory, i.e., the fact that after tank treading an erythrocyte will always reform its two dimples in the same distinct loci on the membrane [14] .
We note that the same assumption is commonly employed by computational studies for the dynamics of erythrocytes at physiological osmolarity (see, e.g., [6, 8] ), while there is no (conceptual) difference in studying erythrocytes at different osmolarities.
To describe the erythrocyte dynamics in a simple shear flow u ∞ = G (z,0,0) (where G is the shear rate) in the Stokes regime, we utilize our recently developed nonstiff cytoskeleton-based continuum erythrocyte modeling [8, 15] and our interfacial spectral boundary element algorithm for membranes [16] . The problem's dimensionless parameters include the capillary number Ca = μ G a/G s (i.e., the ratio of viscous forces in the surrounding fluid to shearing forces in the membrane) and the viscosity ratio λ = μ c /μ. Here G s is the membrane shear modulus, μ is the viscosity of the surrounding liquid, and μ c is the cytoplasm viscosity which usually varies in the range μ c ≈ 6-10 mPa s [17] .
III. TANK TREADING OF SWOLLEN ERYTHROCYTES IN SHEAR FLOWS
In this paper we investigate computationally the tanktreading motion of a swollen and extra swollen erythrocyte in a simple shear flow for capillary numbers Ca = 0.75 to 4 and small to moderate viscosity ratios 0.01 λ 2.75. These conditions correspond to a wide range of medium viscosities μ (2 to 600 mPa s) and shear rates G (1 to 760 s −1 ) and match those used in ektacytometry and rheoscopy systems [3, 18, 19] . The Reynolds number for both the surrounding and the cytoplasm flows is always negligible owing to the cell's small size.
After an initial transient period, the erythrocyte assumes an inclined ellipsoidal conformation owing to the extensional component of the shear flow which extends the cell to an ellipsoidal-like shape and tries to align it with the flow's principal direction at 45
• as seen in Fig. 2(c) below. In addition the erythrocyte membrane tank treads around the cell owing to the rotational component of the shear flow, as found in experimental systems, e.g., [3, 19, 20] . The shape and inclination of swollen erythrocytes show periodic oscillations over time with a period equal to half the period of the tank-treading motion, owing to their nonspherically symmetric quiescent shape, as also found for normal cells [4, 8, 15] .
To describe the erythrocyte deformation, we determine the cell's semiaxes (i.e., length L, width S, and depth W ) as the semiaxes of the ellipsoid which has the same inertia tensor as that of the erythrocyte [8, 16] . In addition, we monitor the cell orientation (in degrees) defined as the angle between the longest semiaxis L and the flow direction, i.e., the x axis.
A. Effects of flow strength and viscosity ratio
Figure 2(a) shows the average value at steady state of the erythrocyte's lengths over a range of capillary numbers for λ = 0.1 and for the three types of erythrocytes considered in this work. As for normal cells, the length L and depth W of swollen erythrocytes vary logarithmically with the flow rate as also found for the cell deformation in ektacytometry systems, e.g., [18] . Swelling reduces the scaled length L/R 0 and has minor effects on the scaled depth W/R 0 of the cells. In addition, swelling increases significantly the width S of the erythrocyte; however, this thickness does not practically vary with the flow rate. The cell width has a normalized magnitude of approximately S/R 0 = 0.32, 0.45, and 0.57 for normal, swollen, and extra swollen erythrocytes, respectively, which corresponds to a real cell thickness of about 2.5, 3.4, and 4.2 μm for the three types of erythrocytes considered in this work.
Swelling increases considerably the erythrocyte's orientation angle , as shown in Fig. 2(b) , while the orientation of swollen cells does not reduce as fast with the flow rate as for normal cells. The increased orientation angle of the more swollen cells for a given flow rate is to be expected owing to their more spherical-like shape; thus in this case the shear flow tries to orient them to be more aligned with the principal direction at 45
• of the extensional component of the shear flow. It is of interest to note that the increased orientation with the cell swelling is not restricted to erythrocytes but also represents other deformable objects, such as vesicles, where a similar behavior was found [21] . For all types of cells, as the flow rate increases, the increased rotational component of the shear flow tends to decrease the cell orientation towards the flow direction at 0
• . For the case depicted in Fig. 2 (b) the viscosity ratio is low (i.e., λ = 0.1) and thus the weak inner flow causes only a small decrease of the cell orientation as the shear flow increases.
Increasing the viscosity ratio λ has little effect on the dimensions of the tank-treading swollen erythrocytes, as also found for normal cells from our earlier work [8] . However, increasing the viscosity ratio λ reduces significantly the orientation angle of the swollen cells as well as the amplitude of the angle oscillations (i.e., the swinging effects), as shown in Fig. 3 .
The decreasing orientation of all types of cells with the viscosity ratio λ can be understood based on the increased contribution of the inner flow (owing to the relatively higher inner viscosity) and thus the increased strength of the rotational component of the inner circulation, which tends to align the cells toward the flow direction at 0
• , as also found for droplets, capsules, and vesicles in shear flows [21] [22] [23] .
B. Ektacytometry and rheoscopy systems
Ektacytometry systems have been developed to measure the deformability and tank-treading speed of the erythrocyte by observing the deformation behavior of individual cells or average deformabilities for populations of cells (see, e.g., [18, 24] ). In these devices the flow pattern is a simple shear flow while the deformed erythrocyte is not observed in the plane of shear but from above the shear plate device. In our computations, u ∞ = G(z,0,0) and thus the plane of shear is the x-z plane. In our terminology, we can say that ektacytometry observes the deformed erythrocyte projected as an ellipse on the x-y plane. The deformation parameter computed from the largest and smallest semiaxes of this ellipse, L x and L y , respectively, and reported by researchers using ektacytometry will be denoted
while L x = L cos and L y = W when the erythrocyte shape is a perfect ellipsoid. Since ektacytometry does not follow individual cells over time but uses a large number of them, and since the erythrocytes' shape oscillates with time in a shear flow, the experimentally reported deformation D xy corresponds to the average value of the cells' deformation in the x-y plane over time and over the erythrocyte population. the membrane's shear modulus at low strains [25] , as discussed in our earlier publications [8, 15] . In addition, this figure reveals that the ektacytometry deformation D xy of swollen cells also increases logarithmically with the capillary number Ca but with a slower slope than that for normal cells. Increasing further the cell swelling causes further reduction in the logarithmic slope of the D xy -versus-Ca dependence as seen for the extra swollen cells. It is of interest to note that Clark et al. [24] also found experimentally that reduced osmolarity decreases the erythrocyte ektacytometry deformation by subjecting red cells to a constant high shear stress (17 Pa) at a low viscosity ratio λ and varying continuously the suspension osmolarity, as seen in their Fig. 1 .
The slower increase of the ektacytometry deformation of swollen erythrocytes with the flow rate may be attributed mainly to the increased orientation of these cells in shear [18] , which have been converted to the capillary number domain using G s = 2.4 μN/m and μ c = 6 mPa s [15, 25] .
flows, shown earlier in Figs. 2 and 3 , which affects significantly the ektacytometry length L x as seen in Fig. 4(b) .
Rheoscopes have been employed to measure the tanktreading speed of erythrocytes in shear flows via the aid of small beads attached to the cell membrane (see, e.g., [3, 19] ). This quantity is of great physical interest, being associated with the dissipation of energy during the tank-treading motion [5, 21, 26] .
In our earlier work [15] we verified that the tank-treading frequency F tt increases linearly with the shear rate G as first reported in the experimental work of Fischer et al. [3, 19] . In addition, our computations revealed that the tank-treading period GP tt of normal cells increases linearly with the viscosity ratio λ. This dependence is also valid for swollen cells but the slope of the linear increase of the tank-treading period with the viscosity ratio decreases with the cell swelling, as shown in Fig. 5 . It is of interest to note that the tank-treading period GP tt of swollen cells for a given viscosity ratio λ increases only slightly with the capillary number Ca (i.e., it is practically independent of Ca) for the range of moderate flow rates studied in this work, as we also found for normal cells; see Fig. 5 (b) in our earlier work [15] . Thus in Fig. 5 we report our results for capillary number Ca = 2 only.
Based on our computational results for the three types of cells shown in Fig. 5 , the tank-treading period is given by
where the constants take on values
for normal, swollen, and extra swollen cells, respectively. Observe that 0 = GP tt when λ = 0, and thus the coefficient 0 is associated with the work done by the surrounding fluid on the ellipsoidal cell during tank treading combined with the shape-memory effects on the membrane, while the coefficient 1 also involves the dissipation of energy in the cytoplasm (when λ > 0) [5] . Therefore, as the swelling of the cell increases, the tank-treading period of an inviscid (i.e., λ = 0) cytoplasmatic fluid is reduced only slightly; however, the effects of the cytoplasmatic viscosity are decreased significantly; i.e., the coefficient 1 is much lower.
The increase of the tank-treading period with the viscosity ratio for any type of cells results from the increased hydrodynamic forces in the cytoplasm which slow down the rotation of the inner fluid and thus the erythrocyte membrane [15] . The decrease of the tank-treading period GP tt of the erythrocyte membrane with the cell's swelling can be understood by a suitable modification of the Skotheim-Secomb (SS) model, as discussed in the Appendix. In particular, the two effects of swelling (i.e., the reduced shape-memory effects owing to the more spherical-like reference shape for the shearing resistance and the increased thickness of the actual cell during tank treading) have opposite consequences on the tank-treading period. Our analysis suggests that, as the cell swelling increases, shape-memory effects tend to increase the tank-treading period while the higher thickness of the actual cell tends to decrease more the tank-treading period, and thus overall the tank-treading period decreases with the cell swelling. The effects of the higher thickness of the actual cell during the tank-treading dynamics are more severe for the coefficient 1 , which decreases more with the cell swelling than the coefficient 0 .
It is of interest to note that our analysis presented in the Appendix is not restricted to erythrocytes but represents also nonspherical elastic capsules with significant shape-memory effects. Thus the decrease of the tank-treading period with the cell's swelling discussed in the section should also characterize nonspherical elastic capsules with different degrees of swelling.
C. Spectrin skeleton dynamics of swollen erythrocytes
As discussed in our earlier publication [15] , our nonstiff continuum erythrocyte algorithm focuses on the spectrin skeleton of the cell's membrane and thus provides information for this interface. (This information is not available via most continuum computational algorithms, which focus on the membrane's lipid bilayer.) The cytoskeleton can undergo local area changes under the constraint of fixed total area being enclosed beneath the lipid bilayer in the erythrocyte membrane. Furthermore, the spectrin skeleton is under prestress owing to the local area incompressibility tensions transferred to it from the lipid bilayer [15] . The dynamics of the erythrocyte cytoskeleton during deformation has received attention from earlier theoretical and computational studies, e.g., [15, [27] [28] [29] .
To describe the cytoskeleton prestress, we define the prestress parameter α p such that all lengths in the undeformed capsule would be scaled by (1 + α p ), relative to the reference shape (i.e., without changing the current shape during tank treading) to generate the necessary prestress tensions. (For more details see [15] .)
In Fig. 6 we collect our results for the average value at steady state of the prestress parameter α p as a function of the capillary number Ca and the viscosity ratio λ. The sublinear increase of α p with Ca shown in Fig. 6(a) is well described by
where the constant A 0 increases with the cell swelling, A 0 = 0.08, 0.12, and 0.17 for normal, swollen, and extra swollen erythrocytes, respectively. In addition, the nearly linear decrease of α p with λ can be described as
By combining both expressions, the cytoskeleton prestress can be described as a function of both the capillary number and the viscosity ratio as The increase of the cytoskeleton prestress α p with the flow rate originates from the higher hydrodynamic forces exerted on the tank-treading cell by the surrounding fluid which result in a higher cell deformation and tank-treading speed (or frequency F tt ), as seen in Figs. 2 and 5 . Furthermore, the decrease of the cytoskeleton prestress α p with the cytoplasm viscosity results from the increased hydrodynamic forces in the cytoplasm which slow down the rotation of the inner fluid and thus the erythrocyte membrane. The increase of the cytoskeleton prestress α p with the cell swelling can be attributed to the increased tank-treading speed (or frequency F tt ) as discussed in Sec. III B. That is, the higher thickness of the actual cell during tank treading increases the tank-treading speed of the swollen cells and thus the necessary prestress. (It is of interest to note that the tank-treading motion involves the entire surface of the erythrocyte; i.e., it is a three-dimensional surface motion.)
We now turn our attention to the local surface area changes of the cytoskeleton during tank treading. As shown in Fig. 7 , our computations reveal that during the steady-state tank-treading motion the cytoskeleton of swollen erythrocytes undergoes measurable local area dilatation and compression with local area changes of almost ±10%. These local area changes reduce with the cell swelling as seen in Fig. 7(b) for the extra swollen cells. These local surface area changes accumulate in larger portions of the cytoskeleton (such as the spectral elements used in our computations), producing similar surface area changes while the total area of the cytoskeleton is always fixed.
Therefore the local surface area change on the spectrin skeleton of swollen erythrocytes is similar to that for normal cells identified in our earlier work; e.g., see Fig. 6 in Ref. [15] . The reduction, with the cell swelling, of the local area changes on the cytoskeleton during tank treading can be understood via the increased prestress α p shown in Fig. 6 . That is, as the cell swelling is increased, the local area incompressibility tensions from the lipid bilayer increase and thus cause a higher cytoskeleton prestress; this increased prestress results in smaller local area changes on the spectrin skeleton of the more swollen erythrocytes.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated computationally the effects of swelling on the oscillatory tank-treading motion of healthy human erythrocytes in shear flows utilizing our nonstiff cytoskeleton-based continuum erythrocyte algorithm [15] . The cell swelling results from the decrease of the osmolarity of the surrounding fluid from its physiological value of 300 mO [9] . Lowered plasma osmolarity (and thus swollen erythrocytes) is found in several clinical syndromes including inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion and diuretic therapy [10] . In our work we have studied the tank-treading dynamics of swollen erythrocytes in shear flows with capillary number Ca = O(1) and small to moderate viscosity ratios 0.01 λ 2.75. These conditions correspond to a wide range of surrounding medium viscosities (2 to 600 mPa s) and shear rates (1 to 760 s −1 ) and match those used in ektacytometry and rheoscopy systems [3, 18, 19] .
Swollen cells show similar shear flow dynamics with normal cells (see, e.g., [8, 15] ) but with significantly higher inclination and tank-treading speed owing to the higher cell thickness. For a given viscosity ratio, as the flow rate increases, the steady-state erythrocyte length L (in the shear plane) increases logarithmically while its depth W (normal to the shear plane) decreases logarithmically. For a given flow rate, as the viscosity ratio increases, the erythrocyte length L contracts while its depth W increases, and thus the cell becomes less deformed. Our computations show that the erythrocyte width S, which exists in the shear plane, is practically invariant in time, capillary number, and viscosity ratio and corresponds to a real cell thickness of about 2.5 μm at physiological osmolarity (300 mO) and 3.4 μm at an osmolarity of 217 mO. The erythrocyte inclination decreases as the flow rate increases or as the surrounding fluid viscosity decreases, owing to the 
Time evolution of the differential surface area S P (scaled with its original value S 0 P ) for the spectral discretization point at the middle of the spectral elements for (a) a swollen and (b) an extra swollen erythrocyte tank treading in shear flow with λ = 0.1 and Ca = 2. Note that, out of the N E = 10 spectral elements used in our computations, only four are independent (and show different behavior) owing to symmetry reasons. With respect to the first cell shown in Fig. 2(c) , the location of the spectral elements presented here is as follows: (--), upper dimple; (---), lower dimple; (---), edge region below dimple, and (-· -), lateral edge.
increased inner rotational flow which tends to align the cell toward the flow direction.
The ektacytometry deformation of swollen cells increases logarithmically with the shear stress but with a slower slope than that for normal cells owing mainly to the higher orientation of the more swollen cells. Ektacytometry systems are commonly used in clinical applications to measure the deformability of healthy and diseased erythrocytes [18] , and our work reveals that swollen cells (e.g., owing to a blood disorder) show similar ektacytometry deformation with normal cells at low flow rates but significantly smaller ektacytometry deformation at high flow rates. This does not imply a significant reduction in the ability of swollen erythrocytes to deform, but it is an artifact of the specific experimental technique which is affected by the cell inclination.
For both normal and swollen cells the tank-treading period GP tt increases linearly with the viscosity ratio λ while the slope of the linear dependence decreases with the cell swelling. The increase of the tank-treading period with the viscosity ratio results from the increased hydrodynamic forces in the cytoplasm which slow down the rotation of the inner fluid and thus the erythrocyte membrane. The two effects of swelling (i.e., the reduced shape-memory effects owing to the more spherical-like reference shape for the shearing resistance and the increased thickness of the actual cell during tank treading) have opposite consequences on the tank-treading period. Our analysis suggests that, as the cell swelling increases, shapememory effects tend to increase the tank-treading period while the higher thickness of the actual cell tends to decrease more the tank-treading period, and thus overall the tank-treading period decreases with the cell swelling.
It is of interest to note that our computations do not account for the viscosity of the erythrocyte membrane. As discussed in our earlier papers [8, 15] , comparison of our computational results for normal cells with theoretical models and experimental findings suggests that the membrane viscosity slows down the tank-treading motion by a factor close to two; however, the energy dissipation due to the shape-memory effects is more significant than the energy dissipation due to the membrane viscosity.
Our nonstiff cytoskeleton-based continuum erythrocyte algorithm [15] provides information on the dynamics of the spectrin skeleton of the erythrocyte membrane; this information is not available via most continuum computational algorithms, which focus on the membrane's lipid bilayer. The local area incompressibility tensions from the lipid bilayer increase with the cell swelling and cause a higher cytoskeleton prestress; this increased prestress results in smaller, but still measurable, local area changes on the spectrin skeleton of the more swollen erythrocytes.
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APPENDIX: ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF CELL SWELLING ON TANK-TREADING PERIOD
Theoretical models have been developed to describe and explain the tank-treading, swinging, and tumbling motion of erythrocytes (and other nonspherical capsules) in shear flows (e.g., [5, 26] ). These models restrict the number of degrees of freedom to a few necessary to describe the basic particle motion and thus do not solve the entire (nonlinear) dynamics problem in shear flows while they require as input the cell's dimensions. The early model of Keller and Skalak (KS) [26] treats the erythrocyte as an ellipsoidal capsule of fixed shape but without taking into consideration the shape-memory effects (owing to the nonspherical reference cell shape of the shearing resistance) which were not known at that time. This property has been included in the recent model of Skotheim and Secomb (SS) [5] motivated by experimental findings with erythrocytes in shear flows [4] .
In our earlier work we investigated the predictions of these two models on the tank-treading dynamics of normal erythrocytes [8] and found that the consideration of the shape-memory effects is of paramount importance for the determination of the tank-treading speed of the erythrocyte membrane. In particular, comparing our computational results for normal erythrocytes with the model's prediction in our earlier work [8] , we found that the KS model underestimates significantly (by a factor of six) the tank-treading period while the predictions of the SS model are quite accurate when we provide in these models the cell dimensions during tank treading from our computations.
Given the success of the Skotheim-Secomb model in predicting the tank-treading speed of normal erythrocytes, here we show that the decrease of the tank-treading period GP tt with the cell swelling (discussed in Sec. III B) can be understood by a suitable modification of this model. We emphasize that swelling has two effects on the cell dynamics: (i) it reduces the shape-memory effects, since it makes the erythrocyte's reference shape of the shearing resistance more spherical-like, and (ii) it increases the cell thickness, a feature which is also preserved under flow conditions.
The original model by Keller and Skalak [26] took into account the geometric shape of the cell and thus effect (ii), by considering three dimensionless constants, f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 , functions of the cell's lengths, i.e., L, S, and W . The subsequent model of Skotheim and Secomb [5] added shape memory, i.e., effect (i), but without taking into consideration any swelling effects on the cell's reference shape. In particular, the SS model incorporated into the KS model the rate of elastic energy storage as
where E 0 is the elastic energy change, φ(t) is the phase angle, and F tt = ∂φ/∂t is the tank-treading frequency. The swelling effects on the elastic energy can be incorporated approximately into the SS model by assuming that
where S f is the swelling factor of the cell's reference shape and E 0 is the elastic energy change of an overextended ellipsoid with zero swelling factor. In this paper, we prefer to define the swelling factor of the reference shape as S f = S/L, which is particularly suited for tank-treading dynamics. Observe that now E 0 = 0 for S f = 1; i.e., the shape-memory effects are eliminated for a spherical reference shape as should be. Based on the above, and taking into consideration the balance of the rate of work done by the surrounding fluid on the ellipsoidal cell during tank treading with the internal dissipation and the rate of elastic energy storage owing to shape memory, Eq. (6) in the work of Skotheim and Secomb [5] suggests that, for cells with significant shape-memory effects, the tank-treading frequency F tt scales as
and thus the tank-treading period P tt = F −1
tt is a linear function of the viscosity ratio λ:
Comparing Eq. (2) that is rather close to the actual value of this ratio, 0.56. (Note that we also found that the Skotheim-Secomb model overestimates slightly the slope 1 even for normal erythrocytes; see Fig. 9 in Ref. [8] .) This analysis shows that, as the cell swelling increases, shape-memory effects tend to increase the tank-treading period while the higher thickness of the actual cell tends to decrease more the tank-treading period, and thus overall the tank-treading period decreases with the cell swelling. The effects of the higher thickness of the actual cell during the tank-treading dynamics are more severe for the coefficient 1 , which decreases more with the cell swelling than the coefficient 0 .
